With slight modifications in the proof of Theorem 3.2 we will presently show the truth of (1) for ally E (0, l) , extending the result on multivariate F matrices to all possible cases. We will indicate only the changes in the proof, referring the reader to [ 1 ] for the remaining details.
Choose /? < j and y > d such that y < 2@(1 -y). Then
Let 6 = 2/3(1 -JJ) -7. For the moment, let E > 0 be such that E" < 4. Let r=E4 and K=e-'. We can improve the bound on x;A "xk given in [ 1, p.5 121, namely r2P/" =& Since p/n -+ y as n -+ co we have from (2) y/2 + l/2 -2/Q/n) -/?( 1 -y) > y for all n sufficiently large. Choose a > 0 such that a < y/2. Then we can find a D > 0 independent of E such that for every E E (O,_E,,] and for all n suffkiently large (independent of E) P@, Q E) < C,(DnY + e-Olcms").
Let s0 > 0 be such that s0 <so and DcaeDIE-s > 1 for all E E (0, E,,]. Then for all n suffkiently large and for all E E (0, so] we have P@, < E) < 2C, DngCL".
Finally, choose a C > 0 for which (1) holds for all n.
